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Chairmans news
Welcome to all of our Highway members, new and existing. 

Compliments of the season to every one and I trust you all 

enjoyed the break.  I’m sure we are all looking forward to a 

fresh New Year and hopefully one that is easier than the last. 

As I take over the helm I would like thank Tracey for her time 

and effort as Chairman during a difficult and testing time.  

Welcome our new committee of Karon, Norma, Dave and 

Bridgid. 

A very BIIIG thank you to Roseanne for the use of the lovely 

facility we now have our meetings at. We are enormously 

appreciative of your generosity.  How lucky are we!   

We have several new ideas planned that we hope you will 

enjoy.  Watch this space!

Don’t forget our panel of mentors who are there to help no 

matter your star rating in the club.  Your panel are: Andrea, 

Norma, Bev, Keith, Andrew, Hugh, Celia, Bridgid and Dave.

On that note as members if there is anything you want us to 

tackle or ideas you have, share them.  If you hear of interesting 

events let us know so we can all enjoy.

We will no longer be sending a word document of the 

Chairman's letter.  All the information that was in that 

document is now in this magazine.  So please take note of the 

Salon, challenges and all our other various items.

Finally lets get motivated and out and about for this New Year 

and lets start clicking and submitting.

Stay Safe everyone

Regards

Bev Husband



The judge for this month was Robbie Aspeling

“Chatterbox" 

by Dave Wickham

«Soccer stadium and sea" by Matthew Legemaate



“Festive Snowman“

by Ann Marshall

“Nativity Scene“

by Geoff Marshall



“Standing alone“

by Bev Husband

“Far-away Tree" 

by Keith Rein



“High Five" by Keith Rein

“Little Bee eater" 

by Karon McCann



“Black and Sable Collie" 

by Brian Legemaate

“Afternoon Stroll" 

by Bev Husband



“Harbour and mountains" by Matthew Legemaate

“The magic of lemons“    by Ann Marshall



“Surfing in to shore" by Ann Marshall

“A parting shot" 

by Bridgid Wickham



“Early bird catches the Bug"   by Laura Roux

“She sees you" 

by Bridgid Wickham



“Scanning"   by Margaret Keyter

Lotus flower plus hanger on" 

by Hugh Watson



Good morning sunshine" by Brian Legemaate

“Shoo fly“   by Brian Legemaate



“Budding pattern“

by Hugh Watson



Patterns around the home
1. Find Patterns. Patterns are found wherever 

strong graphic elements repeat 

themselves, for example, lines, geometric 
shapes, forms and colors, strong lines. 

3. Shoot From Different Perspectives
4. Break The Pattern.

5. Combine Patterns
Try and find something in the image that gives 

the eye a place to rest
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Club Subjects

February – Waterscapes
Other Categories 

Wildlife 

Nature

Macro/Close ups

Photo Journalism

Creative/Altered Reality

Open

Please read PSSA notes on Nature category on the next page as 

there is some confusion over what constitutes nature
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2022-01-30 13th Holland International Image Circuit

2022-02-02 5th PECC International Audio Visual Festival 

2022-02-12 Eden National Digital Salon

2022-02-19 Cape Town Photographic Society National PDI 

& Print Salon 

2022-03-05 5th Rustenburg National Digital Salon

2022-03-26 Ermelo Fotoklub 3rd National PDI Salon 

(closing date changed from 19th to 26th)

2022-04-02 5th Nelspruit Digital Salon

German International Photocup (GIP) – see flyer or PSSA 

website for method of participation 

The years subjects:

February:    Waterscapes
March:        Rich & Colorful 

April:           Your favourite place

May:            Buildings

June:           Changing seasons

July:             Action Shots

August:        Thinking in Threes

September: Monochrome (not just black and white)

October:     The power of the Flower

November: Food Photography



FEBRUARY  CHALLENGE

WATERSCAPES
1) Timing - tides, wind direction, and the position of the sun. 

2) Stay longer than you think - As long as there's light, there's always 

an opportunity to get something special

3) Take the gear you need – filters, lens, tripod etc

4) Reflections – use them to enhance your image

5) Be aware of your foreground and background - especially when 

using wider-angle lenses. Without a dominant visual element in the 

foreground, seascapes can appear visually rudderless, thus allowing 

our eyes to wander aimlessly through the image

Waterscapes are in fact landscapes including an element or body of 

water like oceans, seas, lakes, ponds, rivers, streams, waterfalls and 

even a puddle



WHAT DOES THE INTERNET SAY?
I DO THE RESEARCH SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO ☺

Web pages for hints 

30 Amazing Examples of Waterscape Shots in Photography

https://naldzgraphics.net/30-amazing-examples-of-

waterscape-shots-in-photography/

WATERSCAPE AND SEASCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

https://thelandscapephotoguy.com/waterscape-and-

seascape-photography/

10 Things to Consider When Shooting Water and 

Seascapes
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/amp/photogra

phy/tips-and-solutions/10-things-consider-when-shooting-

water-and-seascapes

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=AxSKLr5uDkM

How to shoot great Waterfall 

pictures using shutterspeed

± 3.41 minurtes

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=T17bcSXzMZs

6 Tips for Killer Seascape 

Photography

± 12 minurtes

https://naldzgraphics.net/30-amazing-examples-of-waterscape-shots-in-photography/
https://thelandscapephotoguy.com/waterscape-and-seascape-photography/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxSKLr5uDkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T17bcSXzMZs


MARCH CHALLENGE

RICH AND COLOURFUL
1) You can either look for subjects that fit the mould

2) Or you can change your image in post processing

3) Pay attention to your white balance, you can manipulate this to 

add to your colour but too much could ruin your image

4) Try focus on one colour to avoid messy photos.  Messy photos are 

distracting.  Photography often thrives in simplicity

5) use backgrounds that aren’t overflowing with color

6) Nature is filled with colour

7) Separate colours using Aperture

8) Desaturate certain colours to make others stand out

9) Think of your complimentary colours

10) If colours aren’t vibrant enough enhance them in post editing

Of Course an excellent source of ideas is Pinterest !



WHAT DOES THE INTERNET SAY?
I DO THE RESEARCH SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO ☺

Web pages for hints 

Home photography idea: Put color theory into practice

https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/tutorials/home-

photography-idea-put-color-theory-into-practice

7 Ways to Create Powerful Photos with Colour

https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/7-ways-to-

create-powerful-photos-with-colour--photo-1090

10 simple ways to enhance your images

https://www.canva.com/learn/image-enhancement/

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=mC8ol2-V7Ck

Secrets of color-gradin in 

photography

± 1.15 minurtes

(a long video but interesting

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=TzcimMuOWUE

Master colour basics in 

photography

± 3.5 minurtes

https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/tutorials/home-photography-idea-put-color-theory-into-practice
https://photography.tutsplus.com/articles/7-ways-to-create-powerful-photos-with-colour--photo-1090
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzcimMuOWUE


What is a blend mode in PS

One of the fastest ways to get amazing looking images is by 

using Blending modes. Each blending mode changes the way 

that a layer reacts with the layer underneath it. Blending 

modes are not just present in Layers. You can also find them 

with the painting tools, the layer styles, smart filters and other 

places in Photoshop.  But they are commonly used in 

adjustment layers.

This is what it looks 

like in photoshop



These are your layers grouped into what they do

Remember

Multiply takes anything white on the underlying image and 

replaces it

Screen anything black is going to become transparent.  So if 

you are adding an overlay with lots of black it wont show on 

the underlying image

https://cdn2.photoblogstop.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Commonly_Used_Blend_Modes-web1.jpg


When using these 

blend modes you 

must change the 

fill % not the 

opacity



Salon Rules new and reinforced















The topic for this challenge is Patterns; 

the other two fixed categories are 

Open and Nature.

So, start to think now about this 

challenge, and start to stock pile 

images for this challenge. If we start 

early we will have more than enough 

images to submit, we do not want to be 

in the same situation as we were in with 

the Bluff Challenge, we come up short 

and the challenge had to be 

cancelled. 

Please read the rules on the following 

page.   Images have to be from 1 May 

2021 to 31 May 2022.

If you belong to 2 clubs you cannot 

enter the same image at both clubs

Lets make this happen HCC!



Patterns
Any regularly repeated arrangement, especially a design made from 

repeated lines, shapes, or colours

A usually repeating artistic or decorative design

A natural or accidental arrangement

Patterns can be found in nature or man made items such as clothes, 

buildings, paths, gardens etc. There is no limit or restriction as to 

where the patterns are photographed but the challenge is to find 

patterns that are interesting and/or unusual.

Rules – Colour or Mono but no manipulation as defined

MANIPULATION
Manipulation shall constitute any or all of the following modifications 

to the original image:

• Adding an element to the image that was not contained in the 

original capture;

• Removing an element from the image that was contained in the 

original capture;

• Moving or repositioning an element of the image that was 

contained in the original capture.

The following actions are allowed and are not seen as manipulation:

• Cropping

• Correction of lens distortion, chromatic aberrations, purple 

fringing, lens vignette and vertical/horizontal perspective 

adjustments;

• Removal of dust spots or scratch marks from sensor or scanned 

images;

• The blending of different exposures of the same scene to 

broaden the dynamic range e.g. High Dynamic Range (HDR);

• Photo stacking to overcome the limitations of the digital sensor 

heat artefacts in long exposures.

• Focus stacking to widen the depth of field especially in Macro 

photography. In the case of Nature and Wildlife, HDR and focus 

stacking will not be considered as manipulation and may be used 

provided that the end result is a faithful representation of the original 

scene.

in by the PSSA. See below.



Happy belated birthday in January to

John West on the 4th

Matthew Legemaate 7th

Stuart Gray 30th January

In February

Dave Wickham 2nd

Bridgid Wickham 3rd

Keith Rein 9th

Margo Sluiter 10th

Des Porter 14th

High Watson 20th

Many Happy returns folks and we 

hope you have a great day!



That’s all the news for this month.

Don’t forget our mentor programme ! Even the 5 

star members utilize this to improve their photography. Submit 

your image before camera club submission and let the mentor 

talk you through your improvements then submit your image 

and wait for the golds & merits 

bevannhusband@gmail.com

Final word from our Chairman

In Closing

A big thank you to each member of Highway Camera Club for 

your continued support

My favourite quote for this month

“Photography often thrives in simplicity.”

My favourite “ Master from the PAST” IS Vivan Maier
It’s a fascinating story and great pics
https://121clicks.com/inspirations/vivian-maier-inspiration-

from-masters-of-photography

To you all,  stay safe and keep on snapping!!!!

Bev

mailto:bevannhusband@gmail.com

